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1. Introduction 

Prooeeaea with polarised particles draw the lnoraaaiag attention 
aa tha most delloate Instrument for verification of tha QCD. It la 
known that QCD allows In principle the daaerlptlon of aoma apin ef-
facta if tha apln diatribution ' ' and quark-gluon oorralation func
tions' ' ara known. They cannot ba oalculatad In perturbative QCD 
juat aa tha usual parton diatribution funotlosa and have to ba extrao-
tad from experiments, in important role play hara different sua rulea. 
Among them the BJorken/3/, lllle-Jaffe'*', Burkhardt-Cottinghas/5/ 
sua rules ara the moat known. A new aat of sum rulea haa been recent
ly proposed In paper ' '. 

Of particular importance are the aum rules due to conservation 
lawat the energy-momentum, charge, baryon charge, etc. In thla connec
tion It la natural to aak together with H.Peynmans "what reetrlctiona 
if any on tha ware function come from tha fact that tha total angu
lar momentum of tha proton la juat 1/27" 

Though Tsyi—ri himself did not anawer hla queation, the naive 
expectation in tha eplrit of tha parton modal la 

where 49, «ed A£ ara differences of flrat momenta of opposite hell-
oltias of quarka (flavour { ) and gluona (e.g. л%'г'(1г%+$!-%<*>) )• 
Thla aum rule however is In oontradlotlon with the leading-log ap
proximation of the QCD evolution equations 

where tha dot means the derivative with reapect to toaQ « In this 
approximation fifosRo-0 (due to the quark hellcity conaervation along 
a quark line) and ' A y and Вал ara not aero. So, the aua rule (1) 
cannot be valid for all Cf* . 

Several attempta were undertaken to avoid thla contradiction! 
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1) A rather elegant idea was proposed in work' ' to compensate the 
right-hand side of the second row of (2) due to cancellation of quark 
and gluon contributions. In this став'ZA^, and AQ are expressed 
through the number of flavours.However the picture thus obtainedi 
compensation of two large terms in (1) to obtain 1/2 seems improbable. 

ii) There was also an attempt to change the kernels of the evolu
tion equation by adding some terms singular at X = О to guarantee a 
constant gluon contribution. However» there are no grounds for this 
procedure''0'(unlike Introducing singularity at X »1). 

ill) A more interesting la the attempt'10'11' to Include the or
bital angular momentum into sum rule (1) to compensate the growth of 
the gluon contribution with increasing Q . A more aoourate analy
sis, however, showa that the orbital momentum givea a zeroth contri
bution to the sum rule. 

Really, the commonly adopted receipt for obtaining the sum 
rule consists in choosing a conserved operator with no anomalous dl-
mention and in calculating it In the limit of free fields, "or a 
quark field such an operator la the axial currant which conserves in 
the chiral limit m<,-*0 • for the trtt field it gives 

<P,s|2:fffyrt|p,s>=M^' o) 
where S " la the ? -vector of polarieation. The first moment of apin 
distribution functions la oonneoted Just with thie matrix element 
, Л г * which results in 

Z^ff'i- (4) 
The axial ourrent la directly expressed through the canonical tensor 
of the apin moment of quark'13'1' 

and 
2A^= <p 1slS > , t , V |p,s>5 - x^s- <. ( 6 ) 

To obtain the conserved angular momentum, one has to add to (6) the 
orbital momentum 

It la aero however because of the ayassetry of matrix elements of the 
energy momentum tensor Г . The aame reault can be obtained from trans
lation invarlaooe of the matrix element (7), whloh allows ua to put 
2 - 0 . The phyaloal reason of this reault Is the absence of 11» na
tural frame of refereaoe for the inclusive proeess. 
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So, without gluona (or with scalar gluona) the quark apin momen
tum ia oonaerred and again we arrive at the sum rule (4). It waa just 
the way it waa obtained aereral years ago in work "*'. The drawback 
of this result is neglect of the rector charaoter of gluon fields, 
which lead, owing to the triangular anomaly, to nonconserratlon of 
the axial current. In Sect. 2 we will «how that the anomaly changes 
the relation (1) and makes it consistent with the QCD erolutlon equa
tions (Sect. 3). The anomaly contribution changes also the Kllia-
-Jaffe sua rule for the structure funotion Q^ whioh gets now in 
good agreement with experiment. 

2. The gluon Contribution and Axial Anomaly 
For the deaoription of the gluon contribution one oan uae either 

the expansion in gauge inrarlant operators * ' or Q -dependent par-
ton distribution»' '. These two approaohea «re conalstent with eaoh 
other with the exception of the first Moments the erolution kernels 
are known to be different from aero" ' , however there ia no gauge-
inrariant operator of the required twlat 3 (like the axial current 
which describes the quark polarisation). 

To resolve this contradiction, one may turn to the factorization /18/ procedure' ' where the operator product expansion reaulta from the 
expanaion of nonaingular bilooal operators into the Taylor aeries. 
Л rariant of the procedure' "' haa been used by us in the transverse 
polarisation analysis' '. 

For simplicity let us consider the longitudinal polarisation be
cause the sum rule does not depend on the polarisation direction due 
to the well-known equation by Burkhardt-Cottinghaa'^' or due to ro
tation lnrarlance on which it is baaed' '. 

Actions similar to Z 1 9 » 2 ' give A .„ ._ 

where Jf^fo-Wf-njfs , < f / 6 p „ a £ / e o l , p V ,(рЬ)=0, 
P*»fll а О » рИ= i and i is a polarisation value. The parte ave-
raged oyer apin are written down also for completeness. 

Let ua notice that the distribution functions obtained hare the 
parton interpretation. It is obvious for quarks, because a density 
matrix for a tree quark has been obtained. For gluona it la easy to 
see that the right-hand side of (8) is a density matrix of a oiroular-
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-polarized gluon with Stocks parameters 2 = 2 . The first moments of 
the spin distribution functions are 

Let us stress that in axial gauge the gluon fields can be exp
ressed though the strength tensor Qin=Qf('r\e, / 2 0 / 

As a result, the moments of the bilocal operator in (8) 

</ty°)/4ct> »)>PjS= \f? \*z <q.„(P) G^(CxvTjm)>p s (11) 

after integration acquire the form 

<Asc°) (э*)кА6(о)> -<4n,W ^f'lQ^o)} • (»> 
That ia for K > £ the looal field operators are expressed through the 
strength operators. (To check (12), it is enough to express in the 
right-hand-side Q through A and use the gauge condition). In the 
oase of interest K-l one integration cannot be accomplished, and 
we hare to deal with nonlooal strength operator matrix elements 

< A f ^ A 6 > * f«n-f£Cr)<qfftto)GeB(T«)>. (i3) 
That ia why we prefer to work with looal field operators, the gauge 
inrarianoe being ensured by tranerereality of the ooeffiolent func
tion Ere. lotioe also that the local operator in (9b) is proportio
nal to the gluon spin tensor* ' 1 3'. 

To obtain the relation between the gluon spin operator and 
similar to (6) one oan use the identity ' 2 /' 

€J*PV_ £^рппЧ e e / , p V = £ p c r см) 

fe here disregarded the colour struoture which can be easily re
stored, lor non-ibelian fields the term UUAfAlA* is to be pre
sent which sires no contribution due to the gauge condition. 
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which ia a coneequence of the apace-time being four-dimensional. 
Using it in (9b) one obtain» 

low, оащ could seemingly use the total angular momentum conser
vation and determine a relative contribution of quarka and gluona. 
However, there ia the problem that the apin moment is determi
ned in a nonunique way. One can redefine it together with the ener
gy-momentum tenaor preaerving the equation of motion and the conserva
tion laws. In particular, one can totally absorb the spin moment 
into the energy-momentum tensor (e.g. the Belinfante tenaor / 2 1 ' ) 
which is naturally symmetric and gives no contribution to the sum 
rule. So, the relative contribution of gluons in claasical field 
theory seems quite indefinite. 

This ambiguity la totally fixed by quantum theory where the 
conaervatioa of the axial ourrent is broken as is well known by the 
triangular anomaly of Adler-Bell-Jackiw / 2 2 / (Pig. la). 

A 
?ig. 1 

Ihia anomaly fixes alao the conserved quark-gluon current 

The calculation of the matrix element of the projection of the cur
rent on the gauge vector /7 givea immediately 

'4*W _ А П ^ ^ • O ; > „ - A I + ?^; (17) 

Sue to conservation of the current у the anomalous dimension of 
the combination ia sero in any order of the perturbation theory. 

Using the standard method'"' baaed on the total angular momen
tum oonaervation, ЭрН 1* 1 f»0 and on the definition of a state vec
tor with helioity | 
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one can obtain the sum rule 

£4Vtf *4? s s i - ( 1 8 ) 

It has been taken into account also that the contribution of the 
gluon spin le controlled by axial anomaly and that the orbital momen
tum gives no contribution. 

One has to notice that the gluon contribution la linked with 
the topological number. The difference ДЗ from zero could mean a 
nontrivial topological structure of the QCO vacuum. This delicate 
question, however, needs further investigation. Vow it 1в dear only 
that the relative contribution of quarks and gluona to sum rule cor
responding to the conservation of the angular momentum is determined 
by such a fundamental feature of the theory aa the axial anomaly. 

3. Evolution Equations and Sum Rules for the Structure function 
Consider now the evolution of singlet parton distribution func

tions? ДО, and fi/iott/ir &9 = &Q w l t h the change of the momentum 
transfer Ql. The functions ДО and A 2 have the parton interpre
tation ao one can use the results of standard calculations. 

The first moment of the evolution kernel Bq» can be expressed 
through the standard kernel Ал obtained in the pioneering work 
by Allterelly and Parisi / 1 6 / 

where C^i-^-ij/zf/, Ы ie the number of colour. 
Due to conservation of Z A 9 + 4 Й 

which exactly coincides with the results of two-loop calculations 
(Fig. lb) of Kadalra'2*/. (Recall that one-loop calculations give 
zero contributions). This serves as a good check of conservation of 
(18). 

For calculation of Егз one has to add to the standard gluon 
kernel , U ,Aa-g(llA'-2VfJ the result of differentiation of <=<S(Q') 

p - - p T 4j«f*> ( 2 1 ) 

43 41 <*e* 
usinb the expression for £(*$), we gat 
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PIS = 0 ' 
Using again the conservation of 2" Л °L+ A <•) one can find 

This result is a second check of the validity of (19) because, 
as is «ell known'"', the anomaly, fig. 1a, is not «normalized by 
higher orders of the perturbation theory. So, the diagrams of Fig . 
1o have to give zero contribution . Thus, we finally obtain 

I - / — i f I I i ( 2 4 ) 

A I 
a = b/jfCOt)* ate)-

Hotice also that the second eigenvector of (24) la the quark 
contribution 2-A4i which is known'*' to be multlpllcatlvely renor-
malicad. This does not prevent, however, Its mixing with A3 (cf. 
/25/^ d 

With increasing Of both moments Z^4and ^ 9 tend to cons
tant limits 

the former decreasing and the latter increasing. This change, 
however, Is not large and la about 1096 from the region Q*~1 (OeV/c)2 

where 0(5=0.2 - 0.3* 
How let us apply the results obtained to describe deep inelas

tic acsttering on a polarised target. We are interested in the gluon 
contribution to the first moment of the structure funotion Q, . As 
the natural moment of gluon distribution ia 4 ? , the correspond
ing Coefficient function E, has to be of order 0(1). lo find it, 
we use the result of work'2'' where the coefficient funotion Ei of 
the diagram of Fig. Id haa been calculated. For the first moment we 
have to use only the term independent of ь0« >/x . It is finite and 
determined by the axial anomaly 



£ " i " - ^ i ^ < r e * > i.e. £±=-<ег>. (27) 

So, the f irst moment of Q 0<)will have the form (see Appendix) 

9<-Ы*>-Ц?л%~<*>*5* ( 2 8 ) 

0 ' 
i.e. the gluon field results in a negative correction to the Ellie-
-Jaffe sum rule, 

Рог estimation of this correction let ua use the sum rule (18) 
and following Bills and Jaffa'*'25' neglect the contribution of s-
quarks. Then one can ezpreee the quark contribution through the cons
tant 9.sGA/Qv - 1,254*0,006 and the ratio%- 0,631*0,024 

i.e. the quarks carry about 70% of the nuoleon spin at <?«(1 GeV/c) 
(the region where Q and % were measured). In its turn the gluon 
contribution is 

Д о = 1 - 2 1 4 ^ - 0.313 * 0.069 • (30) 

Substitution of(30)into(28)gives the possibility of estimating 
the correction to the Sllis-Jaffe sum rule for the proton. With tak
ing into account s-quarks in the loop of Fig. 1d (<ev>=2//?) o n e **• 

I 

9 Р- l^jt*)"/* - (0.199^.005)--|«(0,313i0.069)-0.129i0.009 
о 7 i-i P 

(without s-quarks, <в > = V l « , and $, = 0.112*0.024). These ralues 
are in good agreement with result of the ЯК-group'26' 9,̂  "0,113-
^0.012*0.025 at 6?*10 (?e?/c)2. for the neutron we predict 02-0.08. 

4. Conclusion and Discussion' 
Thus, we hare shown that the contribution of the spin of gluons 

to the spin of the nucleon is determined by the axial anomaly of 
Adler-Bell-Jeokiw. The new sum rule corresponding to conservation 
of the angular momentum is consistent with the OCX) evolution equa
tions la all orders of o(s .She axial anomaly gluon contribution -gi
ves also a negative correction to the Sllis-Jaffe sum rule for 
which compensates the disorepanoy with experiment. 

The usually mads assumption that AS* О allows us to estimate 
the contribution ot 2.ЛЯ a*d AQ from the low-energy A -deoay 



1 2 
physics ( flsl GeV) and find that gluons carry about 30S8 of the nuc
leoli spin and reduce the Ellis-Jaffe result almost to the experimen
tal value. This also removes the contradiction of the EMC result with 
the Bjorken sum rule. A serious question is high-twist corrections to 
the deep inelastic scattering. However large enough ^Q>for the EUC 
data and also the calculations of 9f by the QCD sun rule method ' ' 
indicate that these corrections do not possibly exceed 30X. The role 
of higher-twist corrections could become clear from experiments at 
higher С?2-. 

Recently it has been suggested ' z s > 2 ° ' that the naive parton mo
del assumption AS* О is not valid and that the Skyrme model combined 
with the VA/C expansion results ia ~Z.A^,-0 ' г в / . if so, then 
the KHC result is an argument against the Skyrao model because to
gether with the Bjorken relation and SU(3) flavour hyperon decay 

•к (дц+ Ae(-2.AS )= 0,33 explain the measured value of g p with
out gluon contribution. However, the gluon contribution being large 
in this case ( Л 9-1 due to (16)) ruins this agreement. 

The proposed gluon contribution can be directly measured in 
many hard processes with polarised particles. Part of them la listed 
in ' 2 ° ' . The moat important in our opinion are V/d and oharm produc
tion in deep inelastic scattering ' and in Drall-Xan processes. 

It is a pleasure for ua to thank S.V.Ivanov, B.L.Ioffe, G.P.Kor-
chemski, V.E.Pervushln, A.V.Hadyushkln and Yu.Yu.Eeinikov for useful 
discussions. One of us (T.OJ is indebted also to V.P.Prisnyakov for 
kind support of the work. 

Appendix 
Pus to an important role of the gluon contribution to the Ellls-

-Jaffe sum rule, let ua consider its derivation to a greater detail. 
We start with the faotorised expreaaion for virtual photon forward 
scattering amplitude 

where • means a convolution in X , and Х ц and X< are quark and 
gluon Green functions calculated in'*4'*0'. The summation over quark 
flavours with the process-dependent weight is implied, aa usual 
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Only the terse leading la o<6 are taken into aocoimt. Cbaaging f>-*xp 
and taking into account only the aero-order term la -*Aj. In "Ц and 

\& (for gluons It la determined by the axial anomaly) one obtains 
for the first moment 

One should notice alao that the oonrolution of the total expres
sion for the gluon Green funotion' *' with £f*f n enables ua to 
obtain the coefficient funotion Et,n for other moaenta.fhe result 
differ* from that of ' *' by factor 4 that may be a ooneequenoe of 
normalisation'^ ' of the amputated Green funotiona of local alnglet 
operators. 
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Ефремов А.В., Теряев О.В. Е2-88-287 
Спиновая структура нуклона 
и треугольная аномалия 

В рамках КХД показано, что вклад глюонов в правило 
сумм для спиновых распределений партонов, определяющих 
спин нуклона, фиксируется треугольной аномалией Адлера-
Белла-Джакива. Нрвое правило сумм согласуется с уравне
ниями эволюции КХД причем кварки несут около 70Z спина 
нуклона. Глюоиный вклад приводит к добавочному слагаемому 
в правиле сумм Эллиса-Джаффе для структурной функции gj, 
объясняющему его расхождение с экспериментом. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 
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Efremov A.V., Tekyaev O.V. E2-88-287 
Spin Structure of the Nucleon 
and Triangle Anomaly 

It is shown that the gluon contribution to the sum ru
le for spin parton distribution functions which determine 
the spin of the nucleon is fixed by the axial Adler-Bell-
Jackiw anomaly. The new sum rule is consistent with QCD 
evolution equations and predicts that quarks carry about 
70% of the nucleon spin.The gluon contribution results in 
negative extra term to the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule for the 
structure function gj which accounts for its disagree
ment with experiment. 

The investigation has been performed at the Labora
tory of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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